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LONDON LOOP

Section 18 of 24
Enfield Lock to Chingford

Section start: Enfield Lock

Nearest station to start: Enfield Lock (rail)

Section finish: Chingford

Nearest station to finish: Chingford (Overground)

Section distance: 4.4 miles plus 0.6 miles of station links

Total = 5.0 miles (8.0 km)

Introduction
You are in green surroundings nearly all the way along this shorter section, 

beside London's waterways and through the wooded countryside. The terrain is 

mostly flat but there is a stiff climb into the Sewardstone Hills. In Epping Forest 

you encounter a fairly steep descent followed by a steep climb up to Hawk 

Wood. On the maps, chevrons (black arrow heads) show where the route is 

steep. These chevrons point uphill.

The surface is mostly rough paths, tracks and grass. There are four stiles. The 

section from Enfield Lock station to Swan and Pike Pool is suitable for the less 

mobile and pushchairs. In winter, the second part of the route through fields and 

woods can be muddy, sometimes very muddy.

There are two busy roads to negotiate with great care: crossing Sewardstone 

Road to reach the fields, and then walking along the edge of Bury Road from 

Epping Forest to Gilwell Lane. 

There are cafés at Enfield Lock and Chingford. The Holly Trail café right at the 

end of the section, provides toilets for patrons. Toilets are also available at 

Chingford station.
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Overview map of section 18 
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Points of interest in the walk guidance
Enfield Lock (page 4)

On the east bank of the lock, to the left, lies a converted factory. This was once 

the Royal Small Arms Factory where the Lee Enfield rifle was made. The British 

Army fought through the Boer War and two World Wars with the rifle. The 

factory closed in the late 1980s. A small museum has been established in the 

Main Machine Shop and is open to the public.

Eel screen (page 5)

The large green metal construction by the concrete bridge is an eel screen, 

erected by Thames Water in 2019 as part of an extensive project to help stocks 

of the critically endangered European Eel recover, by preventing them passing 

through as water abstraction is taken for the reservoirs.

King George V Reservoir (page 6)

King George V Reservoir supplies over a quarter of London's water. There are 

actually two reservoirs here, the other being the William Girling, named after a 

Chairman of the Metropolitan Water Board. At the Northern end of the King 

George V Reservoir is a large red  brick building. This contains five Humphrey 

pumps, perhaps the most efficient combustion engine ever made. They worked 

from 1912 to 1975 and are now 'listed' by Historic England.

Scout Association (page 7)

Gilwell Park is the home of Scouting in the UK. Gilwell Park contains a large 

white 17th century building which is Grade II listed; it combines outdoor 

activities with conference facilities and guest accommodation.

The Hawk Wood (page 8)

The Hawk Wood gets its name not from a bird of prey but from 

"Chyngeforde(s)halke" (1323), later "Chyngford Hauke" (1501), meaning 

‘remote corner of Chingford’, since it is situated on the north-western parish 

boundary. In the 15th century, the owner of the Hawkwood estate served as a 

member of the Swainmote Court, one of the governing bodies of Epping Forest, 

responsible for regulating rights of pannage (pasturing pigs in the forest) and 

agistment (pasturing other animals), and trying offenders before a jury of 

swains, or freemen of the forest.
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Walking directions
Leave Enfield Lock station by the level crossing, turn right onto Ordnance Road 

and pass the Railway Inn. Take the first road on the right, Bradley Road, 

marked by a London Loop Link waymark on the lamppost, and walk to the end 

to meet Turkey Brook. Turn left onto the brook path before the bridge, as 

indicated by the waymark, to start this section.

Cross Newbury Avenue to the paved path ahead. The fingerpost is broken but 

the Loop route continues straight ahead. Keep following the brook, reaching a 

separate path leading to a bridge on the right with school playing fields to the 

left. Fork right past a barrier over the long bridge to cross over Mollison Avenue, 

following the waymark. From the top of the bridge you can see the 

Sewardstone Hills ahead.

Once over the bridge, follow the path straight ahead to reach Enfield Lock, as 

waymarked. The Loop meets up with the Lea Valley Walk here, another of the 

seven ‘Walk London’ routes.

Walk ahead over the River Lee Navigation bridge to where there is a Loop 

waymark on a post, then turn immediately right through the barrier and onto the 

towpath. Follow this to cross the footbridge and turn sharp left along the edge of 

Swan and Pike Pool. 
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Take the path to the right into the end of the car park, turn left by the Lee Valley 

information board and take the footpath straight ahead which is signed to 

Sewardstone Marsh and Chingford.

Enter the path past the broken waymark on a post, and follow it along by the 

Lee Navigation. Ignoring the first bridge on your left, continue ahead alongside 

the river, past the waymark on a post, via the large concrete bridge. Note the 

eel screen by the bridge.

A short distance further on, cross two bridges across different sections of the 

river: the first concrete bridge crosses the Lee Navigation and the second metal 

bridge with shallow steps crosses the Cattlegate Flood Relief Channel.

Once across the second bridge, pass the sign for Sewardstone Marsh and 

follow the surfaced track that initially bears left through a metal barrier, forking 

right at the next junction into Sewardstone Marsh Nature Reserve. There are no 

waymarks here. Stay on the wide path through the nature reserve. There are 

benches at intervals beside the path, and picnic tables further along the path.

Ignore the path joining from the left and continue along the main path straight 

ahead over a small bridge past a Sewardstone Marsh sign. The path leaves the 

Marsh via a metal barrier beside a Lee Valley information board to arrive at the 

end of a residential street called Godwin Close. There is a Loop waymark on 

the first lamp post on the left. Walk along Godwin Close up to Sewardstone 

Road and turn right, by a Loop waymark on the final lamp post on the right. 

(Note that the bus service along the Sewardstone Road has been withdrawn.)

After 80 yards and opposite the end of Sewardstone Close, cross the road with 

care to go over the stile at the waymark into the field. Cross the field diagonally 

to the opposite corner, following the faint path. (See the map on page 4 if there 

is a ‘car boot’ sale in the field.)

The next section passes through an area that was developed as a cemetery in 

2021. Take great care on the gravelled track as vehicles may be passing in both 

directions and there is no separate footway.

Cross the gravel track and pass through the metal kissing gate. Turn right onto 

the gravel road, and follow it uphill to where it enters an area with the sign 

‘Gardens of Firdaus’. Keep right on the gravel road, passing a faded waymark 

on a post to the left. Follow the track round to the left and uphill. Just before the 

top of the hill, at a post on the right of the path without a Loop waymark, turn 

right to a stile. Cross the stile into the narrow band of woodland.
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At the end of the wood, cross a stile at the waymark, and follow the woodland 

on the left to reach another stile with a waymark. Once over the stile, walk 

ahead up the sleeper steps and over the cinder track into the field in front. 

There is a footpath sign here but no London Loop waymark.

Look back to enjoy a stunning view over the waters of the Lea Valley including 

the King George V Reservoir. 

Continue by following the faint path across the field to the next stile, now 

redundant. Pass this stile and cross the track to the path on the other side. 
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Go through the gap in the fence to enter Epping Forest, once the haunt of Dick 

Turpin and numerous other Highwaymen. About 5 yards in, take the track to the 

left, parallel to the road.

After crossing an open meadow, the path reaches a track. Turn right onto the 

track leading to Bury Road. At the road is a post with a waymark. Cross the 

road here with care, as traffic can travel fast around the bend. Turn left to walk 

cautiously along the edge of the road, facing the oncoming traffic. After about a 

third of a mile, Gilwell Lane appears on the right, with a waymark on the 

signpost. Turn right into Gilwell Lane towards the Scout Association 

headquarters. Walk to the end of the road to the large gates. 

Alternative route

The waymarked route runs along Bury Road but there is no pavement and the 

road can be busy. In dry weather it is safer to take a path to Gilwell Lane 

through the trees parallel to the road. (See the map on page 6.)

Follow Gilwell Lane round to the left, passing the Scout Association's fine 

'Leopard Gates', then, after about 40 yards, take the waymarked unmade 

bridleway straight ahead past the vehicle barrier.

In 90 yards, bear right on the grass lane by the waymark. Ignore the first and 

second obvious paths to the left which have no waymarks. Keep along the lane, 

which is now descending, to take the path to the left marked by a post with a 

waymark. Shortly, at a crossroads with a tall post, continue straight ahead.

Follow the hilly path through woodland straight down to the bottom of the valley. 

Turn right, then after about 10 yards turn left to cross a small bridge, with a 

waymark, to a grassy track.

Alternative route

This alternative enjoys some remarkable views. It starts where the main route 

turns right, about 150 yards after leaving Gilwell on the unmade bridleway. 

Here, continue ahead, out of the woods, and emerge onto the extensive 

greensward of Yate's Meadow. There is now a splendid view across a valley to 

The Hawk Wood. 

Staying on the meadow, turn right to keep the woods to your right. As you walk 

along, a magnificent vista opens-up encompassing much of London. 

When you reach the woodland at the end of the field, turn left, and descend to 

the bottom of the hill to rejoin the Loop at the lower right corner of the field.
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The path on the main route 

begins to climb steeply, and 

passes a post with a 

waymark pointing forward by 

a path forking right. Stay on 

the path straight ahead. 

A short while later the path 

reaches a band of trees at 

the top of the hill, where 

there is a post on the left 

partially hidden by a tree 

with a waymark pointing 

left. Take the distinct path to 

the left through The Hawk 

Wood with the golf course 

to the right.

Once past the golf course 

the route returns to Bury 

Road. Cross the road with 

care to a path directly 

opposite, and go through a 

gap in the narrow band of 

trees. A waymark on a post 

is visible inside the trees. 

Turn right to join the horse 

ride which runs parallel to the road. At a crossroads a waymark directs you 

straight on, and after 450 yards Chingford Plain opens out on the left. 

Turn right by an information board for the Holly Trail and pass a metal barrier 

labelled ‘Gate no. 106’. Turn immediately left, and keep to the path past a 

series of car parks, passing a waymark on Gate no. 108.  

Continue on the path to the information board for Chingford Plain, then turn 

right into the car park. With great care, go straight across the car park to the 

opening onto Bury Road.  Turn left along Bury Road. Just beyond the building 

with a Chingford Golf Course notice, there are Loop signs on a lamp post at the 

end of Section 18 showing the start of Section 19, and the link to Chingford 

public transport. 
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Next steps
Section 19 starts at the lamp post with the Loop signs. 

To get to Chingford station, continue along Bury Road to the T-junction. Turn 

right into Rangers Road, continue along Station Road, and after about 65 yards 

on the left is Chingford bus station and then Chingford Overground station.
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